
Much has been written about investigations by Congress, the Treasury and the FBI about 
the $535 million loan guarantee the Department of Energy made to Solyndra before its 
recent bankruptcy. One untold story is how decision makers at the DOE appear to have 
failed to ask basic questions every investor should resolve before putting money into an 
early-stage company.   

In the spirit of treating this situation as a timely “learning opportunity” rather than 
speculating further about the motivation of people involved, Fahrenheit Consulting 
Group off ers a few diagnostic questions (and some initial thoughts about answers) for you 
to consider. Th e goal is to share a simple framework you can use the next time YOU need 
to make a major investment decision.  However, before we do, let’s recap the investment 
landscape surrounding Solyndra.      

Investment Landscape

• Solyndra manufactures solar energy systems for retrofi t or new construction
on the roofs of commercial buildings.

• Th e company sells to value-added resellers, who in turn sell to building
owners/managers and provide installation and maintenance services.

• Solyndra wanted money to build a large-scale factory, including all the
equipment and infrastructure needed to increase its eff ective production
capacity by 5X or more.

• Th e goal was to become the lowest cost provider in its target market, with a
cost advantage derived from its solar energy capture system design which
reduces the need for high-cost polysilicon materials.

• Th e potential market is huge and the value proposition is compelling --
“electricity for less than you would have to pay to buy it off  the local utility grid.”

• However, competition in this market is intense, with many large and
well-fi nanced entrants in the U.S., Europe and China expanding rapidly.

Questions to Inform Your Investment Decisions

In the following sections, keep a cumulative score in which each “Yes” answer earns 
+1, “Maybe” earns 0, and “No” earns -1. High-potential investments will have positive
scores; negative scores mean trouble ahead; use your management judgment to weigh the
individual scores appropriately, and to reach an overall decision.
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UNLOCKING GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES 
IN THE FACE OF STRATEGIC UNKNOWNS

    
What do you do when the rules of the game are changing, but your Company is not?  
What do you do when you see a big growth opportunity requiring investment, but you 
lack information to assess upside and risks?

Seasoned leaders face many technically complex issues like balancing quality and in-
creased production while maintaining safety. Familiarity and experience handle the com-
plexity when the information needed is readily collected.

In contrast, opportunities around big strategic unknowns are outside an organization’s ex-
perience. They frequently involve revenue growth with high-stakes investments and con-
sequences. Relevant facts are less available, and leaders have conflicting opinions. When 
facing complex unknowns, the probability of bad choices and poor execution increases in 
the absence of clear market insights.  
 

Fahrenheit Solves Complex Problems

We help leaders successfully navigate and resolve strategic unknowns by providing mar-
ket-based clarity and unbiased truths in the face of complexity and uncertainty.  A few 
examples:         
          
 • An industrial trading platform and supply chain technology company missed 
  sales targets for another year. We identified over $10 million in unmet customer 
  needs and created a compelling case to restructure the sales team. Sales reps 
  shifted from being transactional with few contacts at large accounts to 
  solution-oriented business partners with cross-functional access.        

 • A manufacturer’s biggest customer requested a major investment in new 
  capacity to meet an anticipated surge in orders for fuel cells. After assessing 
  the accuracy of the customer’s sales forecasts in the past and interviewing other 
  players in the industry, we showed the CEO that the forecasts not achievable.  
  Given the customers’ unrealistic demand forecast with the big investment risk, 
  we framed a negotiation for incremental production-line expansion plan with 
  less risk and more likelihood to meet the expected market profitably.

 • A diversified utility needed to prioritize industrial segments across the US to 
  accelerate growth in its unregulated co-gen business. We identified a half- 
  dozen co-gen opportunities and convinced leaders to adopt a more flexible 
  operating model. Customers preferred custom-solutions rather than a rigid, 
  build-own-operate co-gen model. 

     
    

(cont'd page 2)

Generating Fact Based Insights That Inform Critical Decisions



How proven is the company’s Competitive Advantage?

• Is manufacturing cost and price competitive with the market?  No. Solyndra’s production cost per unit (~$4/watt) 
was above its product selling price (~$3.25/watt), which in turn was far above the end-user installed cost (~$1.75) 
needed to compete with the readily available substitute (electricity bought from the local electric utility, with little 
or no up-front investment required).  Solyndra’s production costs suff ered from high variable costs, low yields, small 
production scale and a high-cost production location. From experience, until variable cost and yield problems are 
solved at small scale, working on a massive production scale-up will turn small-scale losses into large-scale losses. (-1)

• Does the company’s production system have a reasonable chance of achieving cost parity or cost advantage 
against large-scale commodity competitors?  Unlikely. Even if the company could solve its process yield problems, 
the inherent complexity of its system design may make it more costly to produce than simple fl at panels. (-1)

• Is there a credible theory for gaining and sustaining a competitive advantage?  No. Compared with its solar energy 
system competitors, Solyndra’s cylindrical system confi guration was supposed to reduce the need for high-cost 
polysilicon photoelectric materials. However, polysilicon prices plunged more than 80% from more than $400 
per kilogram in 2008 to slightly more than $50 per kilogram in September 2009, essentially erasing one of the 
company’s key potential cost advantages over solar peers. Despite the dramatically lower input costs, Solyndra’s unit 
production costs still needed to fall by ~4x to approach those being reported at the time by US rival First Solar. (-1)

• Does the company’s product pass a basic sanity check against the laws of physics?  No. Solyndra’s claim that the 
cylindrical product design would be more effi  cient than competing systems does not hold up mathematically. 
Th e solar energy that hits a square meter of the earth’s surface each day defi nes the maximum recoverable electric 
potential, so a cylindrical design will not necessarily extract more solar energy than a well-designed fl at panel, but it 
will certainly be more complex to manufacture than a fl at panel, and therefore probably cost more. (-1)

• Has the company proven that its system works reliably for at least a year in actual end use with more than one 
customer, regardless of cost?  Yes. Solyndra installed commercial systems in 2008 and had an installed base of 
customers. However, it is oft en valuable to interview early adopters to learn about customers’ actual experience and 
to validate important claims (e.g., Solyndra’s system was lighter and potentially easier and cheaper to install). (+1)      

Competitive Advantage Score (-3): Solyndra’s Competitive Advantage was unproven and gaining Competitive Advantage 
in the near term is unlikely.   
 
How proven is the Growth Engine (can a venture grow sales rapidly and cost-eff ectively while sustaining ROIs above 
the cost of capital)? 

• Does forecasted demand required to deliver a reasonable return on the proposed investment pass the “common 
sense” test? Unlikely. It depends on whether the company can deliver systems at installed prices that are low 
enough to give end users an economic incentive to buy and maintain them (~$1.75/watt) at production costs that 
are far enough below that point to enable the company to generate attractive ROIs.  One question that needs to 
be answered is -- “What share of the available market is implied by required demand?”  For example, Fahrenheit 
recently helped a client decide to pass on a major alternative energy investment aft er discovering that the sellers’ 
demand forecast implied an unrealistic >15% share of the available commercial electricity market by 2015. (-1)     

• Is the product competitive without subsidies? Th e answer appears to be NO. A dependence on federal and/or state 
subsidies is a dangerous assumption, particularly in light of today’s economic and political environment. (-1)     

• Will it be reasonably easy and cost-eff ective for this company to ramp up sales of its products or services each 
year?  Probably. While it would take 50 years or more to convert the entire installed base of buildings to solar 
power, there are so many prospects that it should be possible to create a big business using a combination of web, 
value-added resellers, and direct selling, provided that the company can meet the unit cost targets needed to make 
its system economically attractive to building owners, and reasonably easy to install, maintain, and use. However, 
Solyndra currently uses only value-added resellers and still needs to develop web and direct selling capabilities. (0)

(cont'd from page 1)

 • A relationship management software firm needed to prioritize end-user segments for product development 
  focus and growth. Previous focus on expanding breadth of customers and products to make market outlook as 
  large as possible had led to a scattershot and ineffective approach to product development.  We created the 
  compelling case for change to focus on the three most attractive segments. 

 • A European industrial company was acquiring a US target to achieve the CEO’s goal of expanding 
  geographically and reaching new buyers.  We confirmed that the target’s customers were incredibly loyal and 
  convinced the buyer to rethink their plan to consolidate service and sales. 

The Fahrenheit Advantage

We provide outside-in perspectives on your business opportunities.  Leaders need unbiased and targeted insights to make 
high-quality decisions, align the team and build an executable action plan. Outside-in research that looks at the work from 
customers’ perspectives generates these insights. Using externally researched viewpoints positions management to own 
customers’ “problem spaces” and deliver win-win solutions. 
 
Outside-in research delivers highest value when one or more of these conditions are true: 

 • Your industry is being disrupted, and outcomes are unclear
 • You are unfamiliar with a new market or customers
 • You want to understand the needs of your competitors’ customers and why they don’t buy from you 
 • You have an existing, strong customer base with flat or declining revenues
 • You have not seen this type of problem before, and the stakes for the company are high
 • Your industry and markets are mature, and growth opportunities appear limited
 • Your markets are outside the mainstream and publicly available data does not exist 
 • You have hypotheses about what action to take but are unsure how to validate key assumptions

The Fahrenheit Approach

Our focused four-step approach ruthlessly seeks truth. Seasoned professionals complete our outside-in research and ask 
the five whys of customers, competitors, and other market players.  Our clients unlock winning growth strategies by testing 
your team’s beliefs and assumptions against unbiased realities.

 1. Engage senior leaders to define the problem, key goals, and hypotheses for potential solutions. Since solving 
  big strategic unknowns can have major implications for a business, focused leadership and management team 
  buy-in are essential. Our experienced team works with yours to define the problem – specifying key goals and 
  articulating major hypotheses to be tested – as the critical first step.

 2. Collect objective market data to test key hypotheses and assumptions. External interviews with customers, 
  suppliers, and competitors (anonymous to yield unbiased information) create insights.  The most valuable data is 
  raw and personal, including unfiltered quotes to avoid distortions. Customer input inspires leaders who sometimes 
  fall into the trap of thinking about customers abstractly.

  We ground your growth assumptions in these market insights. We focus on speaking to the right customers, asking 
  the right questions and sharing interview notes with leaders to ensure key signals are not lost in translation. 
  The best insights come from engaging your most challenging customers and customers you no longer serve. 

(cont'd page 3)



Growth Engine Score (-2): Unfortunately, the Growth Engine can’t be proven until a Competitive Advantage is 
demonstrated. Many other formidable competitors have emerged, are producing at large scale, and are growing rapidly, so 
the company is behind and it may be impossible to catch up.

Does the company have a proven management team?

• Does the management team operate with high integrity to fi nd and respond quickly and sensibly to fi eld 
intelligence about market opportunities and problems?  Apparently. Solyndra had an experienced management 
team that attracted over $1.0 billion in private and institutional fi nancing over the past 4 years. However, the 
company’s production processes clearly were not ready for scale-up, so the fact that they were seeking major 
new fi nancing suggests overconfi dence or haste or both. In these situations, potential investors should observe 
the organizational behaviors carefully, watching for signs of “management by edict” leading to suppression of 
unpleasant truths. (-0) 

• Has the management team met its past projections?  Unclear. In July 2009 a press release said that Solyndra had a 
“contractual backlog of more than $2.0 billion” in orders. Th is fi gure was not based on fi rm orders, but primarily on 
“framework agreements” allowing customers to walk away or renegotiate these agreements.  Meanwhile, company 
sales in 2010 totaled just 65 megawatts.  Based on Fahrenheit’s experience, it is essential to assess management’s 
track record meeting its commitments. Companies tend to fail if they exhibit a pattern of under performing versus 
stated expectations.  (-0)

• Does the management team seem focused primarily on overcoming commercial hurdles and achieving commercial 
viability?  Maybe not. In December 2009, Solyndra made its initial IPO fi ling with Goldman Sachs and Morgan 
Stanley as its lead underwriters. According to the WSJ (9/16/11) one investor with knowledge of the Company said, 
“Th ere was a perceived halo around the (DOE) loan. If we get the loan, then we can defi nitely go public and cash 
out”.  In addition, some critics have charged that the DOE loan represented a one-way-bet with tax payers’ money 
to build a brand new factory to gain scale economies and lower production costs.  In addition, take a look at the 
other investors to see if their motives are in line with yours.  Regardless of an investment group’s track record and 
pedigree, later stage investors should always be suspicious of insiders “putting lipstick on a pig” before they exit.  
High profi le marketing campaigns aimed at company awareness rather than product sales, famous board members 
with no industry or market expertise and extremely secretive behavior about product are potential warning signs to 
later stage investors.(-1)    

• Can we bring signifi cant competitive advantage to this situation?  Maybe. On one hand, the DOE’s involvement 
enhanced Solyndra’s competitive credibility, at least as long as the Company was moving forward on a clear path 
toward success. However, the DOE had little incremental knowledge about the commercial aspects of the solar 
energy business. (0)

Management Team Score (-1):  Th e management team’s apparent failure to resolve its production process problems before 
seeking out signifi cant new capital raises serious red fl ags. 

Interpreting the Results

When we add up all the pluses and minuses above, we get an aggregate score of (-6), against a possible maximum of (+12). 
However, the raw score does not mean much before applying judgment, because the various answers deserve diff erent 
weights depending on the situation.

In any case, this score raises serious questions about the DOE’s assessment of the commercial risks associated with 
Solyndra.  Each negative score represents a red fl ag. How many of these are you willing to overlook? Most deals have one 
or more. You might overlook one or more if you have strong faith in the integrity of management. However, you also need 
to have strong faith in the company’s Competitive Advantage and its Growth Engine before overlooking multiple red fl ags. 
Since the management team’s integrity is uncertain here, one should not invest in this situation before, at a bare minimum, 
confi rming that the management team and its systems are working well and with high integrity. Even then, there may 
be too many negatives for the team to overcome. Keep in mind, when a good management team meets a bad business, the 
business usually wins.

(cont'd from page 2)

 3. Facilitate interactive workshops with leaders to look for patterns in the data and create key insights. 
  Leadership team “self-discovery” using market insights creates understanding of the  big unknowns.  It is a 
  powerful technique to achieve buy-in, particularly when capturing a market opportunity requiring major change.  
  We facilitate management team discovery.

  Data is structured to highlight both the individual customer’s experience and broader themes. This allows us to 
  connect the dots using tangible examples. We take your team deeper than the outer layer of how your product is 
  physically used by customers.  We drive to the fundamentals of how customers’ own practices and cultures 
  influence their choices about your products and services.

 4. Build business impact. Enable leaders to articulate clear strategic direction, the required actions and the design 
  metrics and goals to track execution. A customer-driven set of actions and targets shows the link between the 
  impact a product has on customers and the value to your company. Many successful organizations further link 
  short and long-term compensation to executing strategies that unlock game changing growth.    

The heart of our outside-in research process—conducted by our skilled team—is independent and agnostic, generates fresh 
market insights and drives creative ways to resolve strategic unknowns. Our process is most valuable when facing complex 
decisions where you want to clarify priorities, pressure test aggressive forecasts, or understand a new market or group of 
customers.  We help generate the market-based insights that create clarity and focus to unlock big strategic opportunities.

Fahrenheit Consulting Group © is an LLC focused on providing strategy services for upper middle market to small enterprises.  Our team has decades of experience in 
diverse industries as both consultants advising large cap and smaller companies and business executives with significant P&L backgrounds.  To schedule a consultation, 
contact us at kpekau@fahrenheit-consulting.com, drhoads@fahrenheit-consulting.com, jkinsey@fahrenheit-consulting.com 



Making the Decision

If the aggregate score is below (+5), just say no to a major investment decision. If you aren’t fairly certain that it not only 
CAN work, but that it WILL work, say NO. Most ventures are sunk by unpleasant surprises that pop up AFTER launch, so 
ventures that don’t start off  with lots of room for things to go wrong, don’t survive. 

*          *          *          *          *          *          *          *          *          *

Fahrenheit Consulting Group, LLC generates market insights to help clients Focus on delivering what customers value 
most; Develop and implement value maximizing growth strategies; and Align organization’s strategy with the people 
responsible for execution.  Fahrenheit combines senior advisor experience and a collaborative style with an outside-in-
voice of the market to generate tangible action plans for clients. Fahrenheit’s services include internal assessments, market 
assessments, growth strategy development, evaluation and planning.  Industry experience includes manufacturing, energy, 
medical devices, fi nancial services, education, retail, construction, residential services, technology and professional 
services.  Some recent projects include: 

• Assessing the nature of customer demand for a technology based venture-backed start-up 
• Developing a go-to-market strategy for a leading manufacturing company
• Identifying market growth opportunities for a supply chain integration soft ware and sourcing company
• Assessing potential market demand for an alternative energy company  
• Identifying market growth opportunities for a boutique professional services fi rm     

David H. Rhoads is a founding partner of Fahrenheit Consulting Group and Th reePoint Consulting with over 25 years 
of consulting experience in the areas of growth strategy, commercial due diligence and aligning incentives with major 
organization objectives. David holds a BS in Economics from the University of Pennsylvania and received his MBA from 
the University of Chicago.  In addition, David is on the Advisory Board of Michelman, Inc. 

Jim McCreary is a senior advisor to Fahrenheit Consulting Group, with over 30 years of experience in innovation 
management. He has co-founded over a dozen diff erent new venture companies, most recently in clean technology 
and enterprise soft ware. He also has worked extensively as a strategy and innovation management consultant, leading 
restructuring and innovation-driven growth projects which have created over $36 billion of measured cash-fl ow value. He 
has a BA with Honors in Economics from Yale and an MBA with Distinction from the Harvard Business School.

Keith Pekau is a founding partner of Fahrenheit Consulting Group. Keith has over 20 years of management and business 
experience in the areas of market assessments, growth strategy, M&A due diligence and business valuations. Keith holds a 
B.S.E. in Aerospace Engineering from Arizona State University and received his MBA from the Fuqua School of Business 
at Duke University, graduating as a Fuqua Scholar. In addition, Keith is a veteran of the USAF where he was a Weapons 
System Offi  cer in an F-15E. 

Services We Offer

Financial Modeling
    • Understand short and long term 
       financial impacts of critical decisions
    • Evaluate budgetary trade-offs

Strategic Planning, Development 
and Evaluation
    • Develop comprehensive strategic plans 
       based on your community, values and 
       objectives.
    • Identify strategic alternatives
    • Value and select alternatives

Develop Compensation Plans
    • Set performance goals
    • Align compensation with goals
    • Negotiation support for employment 
       agreements and public sector contracts

Execution Plans
    • Implementation plans
    • Communication strategy
    • Documentation for public and executive 
       sessions

Fahrenheit’s Operating Partners
 

Keith Pekau, (Founder and Partner) 
kpekau@fahrenheit-consulting.com

Keith Pekau is a founding partner at Fahrenheit Con-
sulting Group. Keith has over 25 years of management 
business and government experience.

Keith has been the Mayor of the Village of Orland Park since 2017, when 
he won in his first run for office.  He sits on numerous government and 
private public partnership boards of directors in various capacities.  
During his tenure as Mayor, he has successfully brought several best 
practices of private industry to the Village of Orland Park.

Keith has an MBA from the Fuqua School of Business at Duke Univer-
sity, graduating as a Fuqua Scholar. He also holds a B.S.E. in Aerospace 
Engineering from Arizona State University. Keith is also an Air Force 
veteran with over 150 combat hours as an Instructor Weapons System 
Officer in the F-15E. 

David Rhoads, (Founder and Partner) 
drhoads@fahrenheit-consulting.com

David Rhoads is a partner, and co-founder of Fahrenheit 
Consulting Group. He has over 30 years of management 
consulting experience working with clients ranging from 

Fortune 100 companies to Family-owned enterprises and schools.  
David’s Fahrenheit clients have included education, industrial products, 
specialty chemicals and insurance brokerages. His functional expertise 
includes organization effectiveness, negotiations and compensation.   

David has worked with a wide range of education clients such as: charter 
school networks, independent schools, state departments of education, 
and education reform groups. As part of this work, David has helped 
schools align teacher pay with exceptional teaching., meaningful student 
outcomes and other school priorities. 

David has an MBA from the University of Chicago’s Booth School of 
Business, a BS in Economics from the Wharton School at the University 
of Pennsylvania, and a BA in Communications from the Annenberg 
School, also at the University of Pennsylvania. 

 
Jeff Kinsey, (Partner) jkinsey@fahrenheit-consulting.com
Jeff Kinsey is a partner at Fahrenheit Consulting. Jeff has 
over 30 years of management and business experience 
including leading P&Ls from $5 million to $650 million 
in revenue. He has also served in various functional roles 

related to strategy, M&A, consulting, product development, manufac-
turing and marketing and has worked in companies sized from Fortune 
100 companies to small private firms. He is experienced in leadership 
development, growth and turnaround strategies, joint venture alliances, 
and operational Improvement.

Jeff has an MBA from Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern, 
an MS in Aerospace Science from Embry-Riddle University and a BS in 
Electrical Engineering from University of Cincinnati. Jeff is a former Na-
val Aviator and carrier pilot and served as a White House Liaison Officer 
for the Secretary of the Navy. He has been on various industry boards 
and local boards in his community.


